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B
The Article: Second to the last paragraph.
Puso can also be found in restaurants that serve street 
food and so it is not just found at street vendors.

The Article: Second to the last paragraph.
Puso can also be found in restaurants that serve local 
dishes, thus making it reachable for people who find street 
food unattractive.

F
EXERCISES
noted enticing rituals drive away  essence

EXERCISES
noted enticing rituals drive away  

F
EXERCISES
1. The _____ of knowledge lies in applying it practically
for meaningful purposes.

EXERCISES
1. The food was really _____ that she didn't realize
she already had eaten a lot.

F EXERCISES
relevant re-enactment commemmorates forces honor

EXERCISE
relevant commemorates forces honor

F
EXERCISES
1. The event includes the _______ of Pickett's charge.

EXERCISES
1. I was able to find a book in the library that will be ____
to my research project.

H
Paragraph: The Cebu Provincial Capital is known as one 
of the most beautiful Capital building in all of Cebu and 
thus has been declared as a National Historical Landmark.

Paragraph: The Cebu Provincial Capitol is known as one 
of the most beautiful buildings in Cebu and thus has been 
declared as a National Historical Landmark.

H Paragraph: The capital was constructed in the year 1937 
and is Located at the far end of Osmeña Boulevard. 

Paragraph: It was constructed in the year 1937 and is 
located at the far end of Osmeña Boulevard.

H
Paragraph: The Capital building is where the governor 
and members of the board hold their office - an edifice of 
pre-war vintage which was designed as a replica of the 
American White House.

Paragraph: The Capitol building is where the governor 
and the members of the board are stationed - an edifice of 
pre-war vintage which was designed as a replica of the 
American White House.
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